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The relationship between endplate pathology and patient-
reported symptoms for chronic low back pain depends on 
lumbar paraspinal muscle quality
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3Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, University of Utah School of Medicine, UT
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Abstract

Study Design—Cross-sectional cohort study of chronic low back pain (CLBP) patients and 

matched controls.

Objective—To explore the interplay between vertebral endplate damage and adjacent paraspinal 

muscle (PSM) quality, and to test their association in a cohort of patients with chronic low back 

pain (CLBP) and matched controls.

Summary of Background Data—Non-specific CLBP is challenging to diagnose, in part, due 

to uncertainty regarding the source of pain. Delineating interactions among potential CLBP 

mechanisms may enhance diagnosis and treatment customization.

Methods—We collected advanced MRI imaging on 52 adult subjects, including 38 CLBP 

patients and 14 age- and sex-matched asymptomatic control subjects. Mean multifidus and erector 

spinae fat fraction (FF) was measured throughout the spine using an IDEAL MRI sequence. 

Presence of cartilage endplate (CEP) defects was determined at each disc level using UTE MRI. 

Logistic regression was used to test association of PSM FF, CEP defects, modic changes (MC), 

disc degeneration, and their interplay.

Results—We observed that CEP defects were the strongest predictor of non-specific CLBP (OR: 

14.1, p<0.01) even after adjusting for MC and disc degeneration (OR: 26.1, p=0.04). PSM quality 

did not independently distinguish patient and control groups, except for patients with high self-

reported disability.

At specifically L4L5, CEP damage was most prevalent and CEP damage was significantly 

associated with CLBP (OR: 3.7, 95%CI: 1.2-21.5, p=0.03). CEP damage at L4L5 was predictive 
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of CLBP when adjacent to PSMs with greater FF (MF, OR 14.7, p=0.04; ES, OR: 17.3, p=0.03), 

but not when PSM FF was lower and comparable to values in control, asymptomatic subjects.

Conclusions—These results demonstrate the clinically important reciprocity between passive 

and dynamic spinal stabilizers, and support the notion that therapies targeting the PSMs may 

provide clinical benefit even in the presence of other spinal pathologies.

Keywords

Endplate Pathology; Lumbar Spine; Paraspinal Muscles; Multifidus; Chronic Low Back Pain; 
Modic Changes; MRI Phenotypes

INTRODUCTION

Chronic low back pain (CLBP) represents a substantial and growing clinical challenge that 

represents the most common, non-cancer reason for opioid prescription in the US.1 Effective 

CLBP care is hindered by its multifactorial etiology, multiple involved tissues, and lack of 

sensitive diagnostic tools to help customize treatments to individual patients. Yet, there is 

growing evidence that certain tissue pathologies in the spinal column highly associate with 

chronic pain, for which imaging evidence may provide diagnostic and prognostic value. For 

example, innervated damage of the vertebral endplate with co-occurring bone marrow edema 

(seen on MRI as Modic changes, MC) can strongly correlate with back pain history and 

future back pain risk.2,3 This is likely because endplate defects represent sites of structural 

weakness that can accentuate pro-inflammatory disc/vertebra crosstalk,4 which may trigger 

bone marrow neo-innervation and chemical sensitization.

A second important mediator of pain may be the paraspinal muscles (PSM) that serve to 

stabilize posture and limit excessive intervertebral movement.5,6 Poor PSM function can 

compromise lumbar spine alignment7 and impair spinal biomechanics8 that, in turn, increase 

disc stress and microtrauma potential.9,10 It is not surprising, therefore, that poor PSM 

quality (relative amounts of fat and lean muscle seen on MRI) and function is thought to be 

linked to low back pain and related disability.

Yet, the specific roles of MC and PSM in CLBP, either individually or in combination with 

other spinal pathologies, remains uncertain. For example, individual associations between 

MC and CLBP or between PSM quality and CLBP are inconsistent across numerous clinical 

studies.11,12 These inconsistencies could reflect differences in the study populations as well 

as the presence/absence of other spinal pathologies. For example, there is an association 

between reduced PSM quality and spinal pathologies linked to CLBP, including disc 

herniation,13 lumbar spinal stenosis,14 spondylolisthesis,15 and facet osteoarthritis.16

Another potential source of uncertainty regarding the roles of MC and PSM in CLBP is the 

unclear relationship between endplate defects (or MC) and adjacent PSM quality. Prior 

studies of CLBP patients have linked poor PSM composition with disc and vertebral 

pathologies such as MC17 and disc degeneration.18,19 Yet, because these imaging findings 

are also observed in asymptomatic cohorts,20–22 it is difficult to ascertain the clinical 

relevance of the relationship between these imaging findings.
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Given the biomechanical interactions between PSM function and disc stress,8,23 as well as 

between disc stress and MC,24 we hypothesized that the strength of the association between 

endplate defects and CLBP depends on PSM quality. To investigate this, we conducted a 

study of PSM composition, endplate defects, MC, and their interaction in a cohort of 

patients with non-specific CLBP and age/sex-matched asymptomatic controls.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample

With IRB approval, we enrolled and collected advanced MRI imaging on 52 adult subjects, 

including 38 CLBP patients and 14 age- and sex-matched asymptomatic control subjects. 

Inclusion criteria included patients with more than three continuous months of low back pain 

(VAS ≥ 4 or ODI≥30), between ages 18 and 70, and with a BMI under 40 kg/m2. Exclusion 

criteria for enrollment included pregnancy, diabetes, smoking, cancer, spondylolisthesis, 

scoliosis, prior lumbar surgery, disc herniation, compression fractures, taking osteoporosis 

medication. Volunteers were recruited locally and reported no prior history of back pain 

(VAS ≤ 1) or spinal pathology.

MR Imaging

Lumbar scans were performed on a 3T GE MR750 scanner and sequences included standard 

clinical T1- and T2-weighted MRI sequences and advanced sequences used for cartilage 

endplate detection (high-resolution 3D ultrashort echo time, UTE25 and fat fraction 

measurement (Iterative Decomposition of water and fat with Echo Asymmetry and Least-

Squares Estimation, IDEAL26 (Figure 1). Specifications for the UTE sequence included 

TE=0.075 ms, TR=10 ms, voxel size of 0.22×0.22×0.80 mm3, and fat suppression. 

Specifications for the IDEAL sequence included TR=7ms, TE=2.1ms, flip angle=3°, rBW=

±83.3kHz, FoV=22cm, in-plane resolution=1.3mm, and slice thickness=4mm).

Muscle Segmentation

Multifidus (MF) and erector spinae (ES) were manually segmented from a combination of 

T1- and T2-axial images to conclude accurate facial boundaries, then segmentation regions 

of interest were transferred to IDEAL images for measuring mean fat fraction (FF; Figure 

2). Intra- and inter-rater reliability was verified from muscle segmentation measurements 

from 5 subjects (Intra-rater ICC: 0.98, p<0.001; Inter-rater ICC: 0.99, p<0.001). Mean FF 

values were averaged both bilaterally and between two adjacent segments per lumbar disc 

level.

Outcomes

For paraspinal muscle quality, outcome measurements included level-specific and global 

lumbar (averaged from level-specific values between L1-L5) calculations of MF and ES fat 

fraction (MF FF, ES FF). For endplate pathology, outcome measurements included 1) 

presence or absence of cartilage endplate (CEP) damage within either superior or inferior 

endplates at a given lumbar disc level and 2) Modic change adjacent to either superior or 

inferior endplates at a given lumbar disc level. For mean disc degeneration, Pfirrmann grade 

was collected from a team of experienced physician spine-specialists (CO, ZM, DJ). For 
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patient reported pain and disability, outcomes included the ODI (0–100) and VAS for back 

pain (0–10).

Statistical Analyses

Between group differences were assessed using bivariable and multivariable logistic 

regression. Differences in PSM FF between separate conditions (i.e. high/low ODI or 

presence/absence of adjacent CEP damage) were assessed using t-Tests. Significance was 

based on p<0.05. All analysis were done using Stata 15.0 (Stata Corp, College Station, TX).

RESULTS

Mean age and body mass index did not significantly differ between CLBP patients (47.9 

± 12.6 years, 25.6 ± 5.1 kg/m2) and healthy controls (45.7±12.3 years, 23.8 ± 4.8 kg/m2) 

(Table 1). Additionally, the percent representation of females to males was 43% for the 

controls and 50% for the CLBP patient group.

Independent predictors of CLBP

Independent predictors that a subject was in the CLBP group included: CEP damage (OR: 

14.1, 95%CI: 2.3–85.2, p<0.01), any MC (OR: 5.4, 95%CI: 1.1–27.5, p=0.04), and mean 

disc degeneration (OR: 5.2, 95%CI: 1.4–18.9, p<0.01). Moreover, the likelihood of having 

CLBP significantly increased with each additional level with CEP damage (unit odds ratio 

2.01, 1.12–3.61, p<0.01). After adjusting for any MC presence and mean disc degeneration, 

the predictive relationship between any CEP damage and CLBP strengthened (OR: 26.1, 

95%CI: 1.1–639.1, p=0.04).

Paraspinal muscle and patient reported disability

The mean PSM FF values at each spinal level or for the whole lumbar spine were not 

significantly different between control and CLPB groups. However, when considering ODI 

scores, we observed that PSM FF was an independent predictor for patients with greater 

self-reported disability. Specifically, when stratifying CLBP patients based on low ODI 

(<40, n=23) or high ODI (>=40, n=15) scores, patients with high ODI scores had 

significantly greater MF FF values than the control group (Table 1). Specifically, global 

lumbar MF FF (Controls: 20.9%, High ODI subgroup: 27.5%, p=0.04), L2L3 (Controls: 

20.4%; Higher ODI subgroup: 27.9%, p=0.04), L3L4 (Control: 18.8%, High ODI subgroup: 

27.1%, p=0.02), and L4L5 (Control: 19.5%, High ODI subgroup: 26.4%, p=0.03). Muscle 

FF values did not differ between either the controls and low ODI subgroup or between 

separate the ODI patient subgroups.

Interactions between endplate defects and PSM quality within CLBP patients

To test our main hypothesis that PSM quality interacts with CEP damage to predict risk for 

CLBP, we examined level-specific relationships between paraspinal muscle quality and 

adjacent CEP damage.

For CEP damage, L4L5 had the highest incidence of damage (60% in CLBP group) 

compared to other lumbar disc levels (Table 1), and was the only level where CEP damage 
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was significantly associated with CLBP (OR: 3.7, 95%CI: 1.2–21.5, p=0.03). Mean MF and 

ES FF at L4L5 was significantly higher in subjects with adjacent CEP damage (mean MF 

FF: 25.4%, mean ES FF: 30.7%) compared to subjects without adjacent CEP damage (mean 

MF FF: 19.1%, mean ES FF: 21.6%; Table 2). These mean values for paraspinal muscle FF 

at L4L5 without adjacent CEP damage are similar to the paraspinal muscle FF values at 

L4L5 in the control group (Table 1).

Among the CLBP patients, mean L4L5 MF FF was 24.1% and mean ES FF was 28.6%. 

After separating the patients into two equal-sized groups having the highest and lowest L4L5 

MF FF and ES FF values, we found that the presence of CEP damage at L4L5 was 

predictive of CLBP in the patients with higher paraspinal FF values (MF, OR: 14.7, 95%CI: 

1.2–185.2, p=0.04; ES, OR: 17.3, 95%CI: 1.4–216.6, p=0.03), but not the lower paraspinal 

FF values (MF, OR: 2.7, 95%CI: 0.4–16.8, p=0.4; ES, OR: 2.2, 95%CI: 0.4–13.8, p=0.3).

Discussion

The goals of our study were to explore the relationship between endplate damage and 

adjacent PSM quality, and to test the association of these anatomical changes with subjective 

report of disability in a cohort of CLBP patients and matched controls. We observed that at 

L4L5, PSM FF was greater when adjacent spinal endplate damage was present. We also 

found that CEP damage at L4L5 was predictive of CLBP when accompanied by relatively 

poorer PSM quality (MF, OR 14.7, p=0.04; ES, OR: 17.3, p=0.03), but not when PSM 

quality was relatively better and comparable to the asymptomatic values. L4L5 had the 

highest incidence of endplate damage and likely for that reason, revealed these relationships 

between endplate damage and adjacent PSM quality. These results demonstrate the clinically 

important reciprocity between passive and dynamic spinal stabilizers, and support the notion 

that therapies targeting the PSM may provide clinical benefit even in the presence of other 

spinal pathologies.

Our results also indicate a potential mechanistic interaction between the presence of 

vertebral endplate defects and poor PSM muscle quality in CLBP patients. In effort to 

elucidate imaging phenotypes that may be linked to CLBP symptoms, we investigated the 

presence of various structural features detectable lumbar spine MRI between non-specific 

CLBP patients and asymptomatic controls. First, we found that while the frequencies of MC, 

CEP damage, and worsening disc degeneration are higher in CLBP patients, CEP damage is 

the strongest predictor of non-specific CLBP after adjusting for MC and disc degeneration 

(Figure 1). Second, while PSM quality did not distinctly differ between the CLBP and 

control groups, PSM quality was worse for CLBP patients with more severe disability. 

Lastly, we found a level-specific association between CEP damage and PSM quality, and 

that the predictive association between CEP damage and CLBP was dependent on relatively 

higher levels of FF in adjacent PSMs (Figure 3).

In our CLBP cohort, we found that endplate defects (specifically, CEP damage) were more 

predictive of symptoms than disc degeneration or MCs. Structural defects in the endplate are 

likely brought on by excessive biomechanical stresses from the adjacent disc, creating a 

channel for biological and biomechanical cross-talk between disc and vertebra that may 
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trigger MCs in the neighboring vertebral bodies. The vertebral endplate is well innervated 

compared to the disc27 and added biomechanical stress upon endplate defects could provoke 

pain.28 Considering that endplate defects can be present alongside both disc degeneration 

and MCs in both symptomatic and asymptomatic individuals, added biomechanical stress 

associated with poor PSM function may be critical compounding factor. The spine is an 

integrated system, where the PSM (multifidus, quadratus lumborum, erector spinae, psoas) 

work in harmony with passive spinal structures (vertebra, discs, facets, ligaments) to support 

normal, pain-free biomechanical function. It is not surprising therefore, that altered loading 

through the spine related to poor PSM quality is a potential contributing factor to low back 

pain.

Our results reveal a level-specific association between the presence endplate defects and 

reduced PSM quality, with clinical cases including relatively poor PSM quality being 

predictive of CLBP. However, we did not find PSM quality to systematically differ between 

CLBP and asymptomatic groups. This is not surprising considering that muscle quality can 

diminish naturally with age regardless of pathology or symptoms.29 Beyond the effects of 

age, muscle quality can also be impacted by other subject-specific factors, such as biological 

sex19,30,31 and fitness/activity levels.32,33 These intrinsic and extrinsic factors create 

challenges for demonstrating an independent difference in PSM quality between CLBP and 

asymptomatic controls. A limitation in our current study is that our sample was not large 

enough to properly explore an effect of age and sex within separate CLBP and asymptomatic 

control groups. However, the separate groups are roughly matched for age and sexes. We 

confined most of our analyses to comparisons between groups to mitigate this effect.

The lack of distinct differences in PSM quality between groups suggests that PSM quality 

may not be an independent source of a pain, but rather a factor modulating the effect and 

amount of pain from other forms of spinal pathology, in this case endplate defects. Our 

results did show that CLBP patients that self-reported worse low back disability (ODI) had 

poorer PSM quality than those with lower disability scores. Although these values for PSM 

quality do not independently distinguish CLBP from asymptomatic controls, they do lend 

support to the proposed modulating effect of PSM quality on CLBP symptoms.

The level-specific effect between endplate defects and PSM quality in non-specific CLBP 

patients is distinct from the multi-level effect of PSM denervation that commonly arises 

from specific spinal conditions associated nerve root compression. With conditions related to 

nerve root compression (e.g. disc herniation), there is a multi-level effect running caudal 

from the affected spinal level. One animal study found that experimentally-induced nerve 

root injury led to an expected unilateral effect on PSM caudal to the injury. By contrast, 

experimentally-induced injury to the anterior aspect of the disc resulted lead to an 

unexpected effect on only the adjacent PSM at that disc level.34 The reason for the 

unexpected finding between disc injury (without nerve root compression) and deleterious 

changes to adjacent PSM at the same level is unclear, but may be due to a compensatory 

biomechanical response from the adjacent muscle in proprioceptive effort to stabilize the 

injured segment. There is also evidence that disc lesions in rodents can promote fat 

infiltration of adjacent multifidus muscles via a proinflammatory response35,36, however, the 
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impact of this reduced muscle quality on segmental biomechanics and symptoms is 

unknown.

Compromised PSM quality can increase compressive load on the disc due to its reduced 

ability to actively stabilize the segments. Recent evidence from a longitudinal study on PSM 

quality changes in astronauts following 6-months in space demonstrated changes in muscle 

quality altered posture and spinal biomechanics due to unloading in space, which associated 

with CLBP and a heightened risk for disc herniation in subjects with pre-existing endplate 

pathology throughout their lumbar spine.8 This work supports that our results indicate a 

coupled biomechanical effect of poor PSM quality increasing intersegmental instability and 

compressive loading on endplate pathology. A limitation of our current study on non-

specific CLBP lies in the cross-sectional study design, preventing us from observing how 

endplate pathology affects adjacent PSM quality and function, and whether or not changes in 

PSM quality affects symptoms. Future longitudinal studies seek to understand how changes 

in PSM quality relate to changes spinal alignment, intersegmental biomechanics, subject-

reported pain and disability.

In conclusion, this study highlights a mechanistic association between CLBP phenotypes, 

beyond the mere presence or absence of structural abnormalities. Our data indicate that 

endplate defects were the primary predictor of non-specific CLBP after adjusting for MC 

and disc degeneration. Furthermore, we observed a level-specific association between 

endplate defects and PSM quality, and that the predictive association between endplate 

defects and CLBP was dependent on relatively higher levels of FF in adjacent PSMs. 

Importantly, our results support a potentially important relationship between reduced PSM 

quality and endplate defects that combine to provoke symptoms of CLBP. Non-specific 

CLBP is challenging to diagnose, in part, due to uncertainty regarding the source(s) of pain. 

Delineating mechanisms among phenotypes for CLBP may enhance clinical diagnosis using 

advanced imaging, as well as, support exercise rehabilitation and treatments targeting 

paraspinal muscle health.
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Figure 1. Identification of MC and CEP damage using conventional T1, fat-saturated T2-
weighted, and UTE sequences.
The top panel shows CLBP patient with CEP damage and MC type 1 at L5/S1. The bottom 

panel shows a CLBP patient presenting CEP damage at L5S1 but no clear evidence of MC.
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Figure 2: Quantifying PSM fat fraction from IDEAL MRI.
First with identification of disc level using mid-sagittal T2 MRI (left), then manually 

outlining muscle boundaries in corresponding axial T1 MRI (top middle), then transposing 

ROI to corresponding axial IDEAL MRI (bottom middle). Segmentation of separate MF and 

ES muscles on an IDEAL scan provides mean fat fraction values (right)
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Figure 3: PSM FF and CEP damage.
Visual comparison using IDEAL MRI (fat fraction) of muscle quality differences at L4L5 

between three subjects from our study: asymptomatic with L4L5 CEP damage (top), CLBP 

with L4L5 CEP damage (middle), CLBP without L4L5 CEP damage (bottom).
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Table 1:

Demographics, PSM fat fraction, and CEP damage frequency.

Controls
(n=14)

Patient subjects
(n=38)

Patient subjects,
ODI<40 (n=23)

Patient subjects,
ODI>=40 (n=15)

Sex (%female) 43% 50% 45% 60%

Age (years) 45.7 ± 12.3 47.9 ± 12.6 44.3 ± 13.1 53.5 ± 9.5

BMI (kg/m2) 23.8 ± 4.8 25.6 ± 5.1 24.3 ± 3.9 27.6 ± 6.2

ODI (0-100) 34.4 ± 14.5 24.4 ± 7.6 49.7 ± 7.0

VAS Back (0-10) 6.6 ± 1.8 5.9 ± 1.4 7.7 ± 1.8

MF FF (L1-L5) 20.9 ± 9.3 25.0 ± 9.9 23.4 ± 9.2 27.5 ± 10.7

ES FF (L1-L5) 16.8 ± 8.3 18.9 ± 8.5 17.6 ± 7.8 20.7 ± 9.3

MF FF L1L2 24.9 ± 11.4 27.3 ± 10.1 26.6 ± 9.7 28.4 ± 10.8

ES FF L1L2 11.6 ± 5.8 13.6 ± 7.2 12.7 ± 5.4 15.0 ± 9.5

MF FF L2L3 20.4 ± 9.8 24.9 ± 10.4 23.0 ± 8.9 27.9 ± 12.2

ES FF L2L3 12.4 ± 6.9 14.5 ± 8.0 13.4 ± 6.9 16.2 ± 9.4

MF FF L3L4 18.8 ± 8.3 23.7 ± 10.9 21.5 ± 9.7 27.1 ± 12.0

ES FF L3L4 16.8 ± 8.1 18.7 ± 8.1 17.3 ± 8.8 20.9 ± 9.3

MF FF L4L5 19.5 ± 8.8 24.1 ± 9.9 22.6 ± 9.8 26.4 ± 9.8

ES FF L4L5 26.2 ± 13.2 28.6 ± 11.5 27.2 ± 11.9 30.9 ± 10.9

any CEP damage 53.9% 94.3% 90.9% 100.0%

any MC 14.3% 47.4% 52.2% 40.0%

Mean disc degen. 1.7 ± 0.7 2.5 ± 0.7 2.5 ± 0.7 2.4 ± 0.7

L1L2 CEP damage 7.7% 22.9% 18.2% 30.8%

L2L3 CEP damage 15.4% 28.6% 27.3% 30.8%

L3L4 CEP damage 23.1% 42.9% 45.5% 38.5%

L4L5 CEP damage 23.1% 60.0% 54.5% 69.2%

L5S1 CEP damage 30.8% 57.1% 59.1% 53.9%
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Table 2:

PSM FF adjacent to levels with or without CEP damage.

No adjacent CEP
damage

Adjacent CEP damage
present

Mean 95%CI Mean 95%CI p-value

MF FF L1L2 26.00% 22.5-29.6% 27.80% 16.8-38.8% 0.34

ES FF L1L2 12.40% 10.4-14.3% 12.40% 6.4-18.4% 0.49

MF FF L2L3 22.10% 18.6-25.6% 27.70% 19.2-36.1% 0.07

ES FF L2L3 12.70% 10.3-15.2% 14.10% 9.4-18.7% 0.28

MF FF L3L4 21.60% 16.7-26.6% 23.70% 18.0-29.3% 0.28

ES FF L3L4 15.90% 12.7-19.1% 19.00% 14.4-23.7% 0.12

MF FF L4L5 19.10% 14.2-24.0% 25.40% 21.7-29.1% 0.02

ES FF L4L5 21.60% 16.2-27.0% 30.70% 26.3-35.1% p<0.01

Unpaired t-Test statistics comparing differences between PSM FF between CEP damage groups. At only L4L5 is PSM FF significantly different 
between CEP damage groups.
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